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§52 ✴前置詞+関係代名詞 

4029 I think Jane is a linguistic genius. The ease (      ) she learns 

foreign languages is astonishing. 

①in that ②what ③where  ④with which 〈東邦大〉 

4030 In this lecture I will talk about the process (      ) this conclusion 

was reached. 

①by which ②which ③what ④in that 〈日本大〉 

4031 Everybody was surprised at the fluency (      ) which she spoke 

French. 

①of ②with ③at ④in  〈名古屋学芸大〉 

4032 The ease (      ) he throws the ball is amazing, as he puts 

very little stress on his arm. 

①for that ②by what  

③with which ④from whom 〈中央大〉 

4033 The question is the extent (      ) he understands the 

situation he is in now. 

①with which ②to which  

③on which ④for which 〈芝浦工業大〉 

4034 The degree (      ) which children do well at school is related 

to their home environment. 

①for ②off ③on ④to  〈東洋英和女学院大〉 

4035 I really thank you for the kindness with (      ) you treated 

me while I was in the U.S. 

①that ②what ③when ④which 〈畿央大〉 
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4036 The customer complained about the speed (      ) the 

problem was solved. 

①which ②that ③with which ④for which 〈日本大〉 

4037 How much warmer the Earth will become depends on the 

rate (      ) human beings continue to burn fossil fuel. 

①to which ②at which  

③for which ④of which 〈摂南大〉 

4038 An important aspect of computer languages is the way 

(      ) they handle data items and structures. 

①for which ②for that  

③in which ④in whom 〈会津大〉 

4039 The new president of our company impressed the 

employees with (      ) he spoke English even though he had 

never lived abroad. 

①fluency which  

②fluency at which 

③the fluency in which  

④the fluency with which  〈上智大〉 

4040 The conditions (      ) these fine works were created were 

extremely difficult. 

①which ②of which ③under which ④to which 〈高知大〉 


